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1. GENERAL

1.01 This section describes the use of warning de-
vices for guarding work areas. Warning de

vices are used for the purpose of providing maximum
protection to craftspersons, equipment, and to the
public in general, while causing minimum interfer
ence to vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

1.02 This section is being reissued to reflect
changes specified in the "Manual on Uniform

Traffic Control Devices" published by the U.S.
Department of Transportation. Since this reissue is
a general revision, no revision arrows have been used
to denote significant changes.

1.03 The devices required to protect a work area
must be considered in advance to meet the in

dividual requirements of the job site. Craftspersons

**Reprinted to comply with modified final judgment.

familiar with the area where the job 'is to be per
formed shall equip themselves with an adequate sup
ply of warning devices prior to starting a job.
Supervisors conducting field surveys of work to be
performed at a later date should make a notation on
the field job plan report (Force Management System)
of the protective devices required to adequately pro
tect the work area.

1.04 State and local laws and ordinances pertain-
ing to traffic control, warning signals, color of

lenses in lighting devices, guards, and similar devices
must be complied with. It is a good practice to notify
local law enforcement officials when a minor traffic
dislocation is involved. Where a major traffic dislo
cation will occur, such as blocking a lane on a high
way or a main traffic artery within a town, the police
force having jurisdiction should be consulted before
work is begun.

1.05 It is recognized that urban traffic conditions
differ from rural, and in many instances sizns

must be applied and located differently. On second
ary highways and city streets, smaller signs may be
used if authorized by local authorities. However, ad
ditional protection may be required when special
complexi ties and hazards prevail.

1.06 When work is performed in a roadway, the
warning devices are to be placed before posi

tioning the truck or starting work. Place warning
signs in the traffic lane in which work is to be per
formed, and sufficiently far enough away to permit
the approaching motorist to adjust his speed and
course to avoid an accident.

2. PRECAUTIONS

2.01 To ensure maximum safety, continued alert
ness is required to supplement the best warn

ing devices available. For example, the noise caused
by a car out of control striking a distant warning de-
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SECTION 620-135-010

vice may give an alert craftsperson sufficient time to
get in the clear. Table' A specifies the warning sign
selection.

2.02 Carefully observe all moving traffic and exer
cise extreme caution when placing warning

devices. Positioning of warning devices are specified
in Table B.

2.03 Place warning devices before positioning the
truck or starting work. Warning devices are

employed to direct a motorist around the work area.
Place warning devices in the traffic lane in which
work is to be done, and sufficiently far enough away
to permit the approaching motorist to adjust his
speed and course to avoid an accident. Remove the
devices as soon as the work has been completed. The
first device the motorist will encounter should be a
warning sign.

2.04 The amount of .work to be performed shall
have no bearing as to whether or not work

area protection is required. Warning and guarding
devices are to be placed whenever work of any dura
tion is performed in a roadway.

2.05 When manhole work is involved, place tools
and equipment at the work area in a position

to prevent them from being pushed into the manhole.

2.06 In entering or leaving manholes, employees
are to face the direction of the oncoming traf-

fie.

2.07 Keep all warning devices clean and in good
condition. Place the devices on the truck so

that they will not be damaged by contact with tools
or materials. Carefully store warning flags when not
in use. Dirty, torn, faded, or damaged flags should be
replaced.

2.08 Make every effort to minimize the exposure
time of craftspersons and others to possible

danger. All discussions and planning should take
place off the street or highway, not in traffic lanes,

2.09 Carefully select the height of the warning
mast so that visibility will not be impaired or

obstructed by trees, shrubbery, parked cars, or mov
ing traffic. Where necessary, two or more warning
masts equipped with flags and/or warning lights

----'-

TABLE A

WARNING SIGN SELECTION

POSTED
SPEED LANE INITIAL SIGN ADDITIONAL SIGN SIGN
(MPH) CLOSED SIGN SIZE (SEE PARAGRAPH 3.04) SIZE

40 or Under No Men Working 30" - -
or

Worker Symbol 36"

45 or Over No Men Working 48" Men Working 30"

Yes Lane Closed 48" Men Working 30"
or

Worker Symbol 36"

Expressway No Men Working 48" Men Working 48"
or Freeway

Yes Lane Closed 48" Lane Closed 48"
or

Men Working 48"

One-Lane Yes Lane Closed 48" Lane Closed 30"
Traffic or

Men Working 48"
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maybeused at different levels for maximum visibili
ty, except that minimum height from the ground
shall be 8 feet.

TABLE B

SPACING FOR INITIAL
WARNiNG SIGNS AND CONES

POSTED INITIAL
TRAFFIC SIGN CONE

SPEED DISTANCE SPACING
(MPH) (FEET) (FEET)

1.5 or under 10.5* 10
20 140' 20
2.5 17.5' i 2.5
30 210' 30
3.5 24.5' 3.5
-10 280' 40

4.5 or above t t
See par. 3.04(b) i

Expressway 3100

i
t

I or Freeway See par. 3.04(bl

One lane See posted speed t
traffic See par. 3.04(b)

• Initial warning sign to be placed at a point
7 times posted speed

t Initial warning sign to be placed at a point
10 times posted speed

t Same as posted speed

2.'10 Where a motorist cannot see the work area
from the vicinity of the initial warning sign

because of hills, curves, or other obstructions, place
a mast with flags and a flashing light at this location,
in addition to other normal protective devices.

2.11 Place floodlights, when used, so they will not
cause a glare in the eyes of approaching mo

tor ists.

2.12 Inspect all displayed warning flags from time
to time to be sure that they are not wrapped

around their supports.

2.13 Inspect all displayed flashers from time to
time to see that they are still operating at the

proper flashing rate of .5.5 to 75 flashes per minute. A
slower rate usually indicates that batteries require

15$ 6, S"CTlON 620-135-010

changing. The flashing rate has been set by the man
ufacturer; do not attempt to make adjustments in the
field.

2.14 Set up warning devices in a manner that does
not create a hazard for pedestrians.

2.15 When working on private property, in pedes-
trian lanes, or in parkways, close all holes in

the earth either temporarily or permanently, if feasi
ble, before leaving the location. If this is impractica
ble, fence the area with a snow fence or equivalent,
or place a guard on duty to prevent small children or
animals from falling into the excavation. Such fenc
ing or guarding may be in addition to, or part of, the
normal warning devices used at the location.

2.16 Rope off all work areas with barricade tape or
equivalent, if practical.

2.17 Place tape or equivalent to designate a safe
pedestrian walkway around obstructions,

such as ditches, holes, tool carts, or piles of dirt that
may occur on busy sidewalks.

2.18 Steady burning amber lights can be used to
channel the traffic around a work area. They

should be placed in operation no later than 1/2
hour after sunset. Their operation should be observed
several minutes before leaving.

2.19 Amber flashing lights may he used to alert
oncoming traffic of special hazards ahead.

They are to be placed well in advance of the work
area, not for channelization.

2.20 A true test of the effectiveness of the posi-
tioned warning devices is to observe the man

ner in which the oncoming traffic is able to adjust
and pass through the work area. Observe the traffic
flow to be sure the vehicles are channeled around the
work area in an orderly fashion. Since traffic pat
terns change, observations are to be made periodical
10'.

2.21 If manhole guards or barricades are to be tem-
porarily stored near the work location after a

day of work, secure them to a post, pole, or trailer
where they will be least likely to cause interference.
Do not secure manhole guards or barricades to fire
hydrants or to poles having fire, police, or emergency
call boxes.

2.22 Spread sand or salt on the icy pavement in the
traffic approach lane near the work area to

provide increased traction for approaching motorists
who may have to stop.
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2.23 Use additional warning devices in locations
such as crowded streets, dangerous intersec

tions, and heavily-traveled roadways. If placing of
additional devices will not afford adequate protec
tion, or if the use of sufficient warning devices is not
practicable, station a flagger at a location that will
permit traffic to be given sufficient warning. A
flagger must be constantly alert and equipped with
an approved warning device. A flazger should not be
used at night unless absolutely necessary, or un less
required by state or local regulations. A flagger, if
used, should be illuminated with a floodlight and
should wear highly visible clothing including a re
flective vest.

3. WARNING DEVICES-DESCRIPTION AND USE

3.01 The type and number of devices used to pro-
tect the work area will be dependent upon job

conditions. These warning devices and their use are
described in paragraphs 3.02 through 3.19. Table B
specifies the positioning of warning signs and cones
used to protect work locations. The need for anyone
or more of t he following protective devices should be
considered:

• Warning signs

• Barricades

• Traffic cones

• Lighting devices

• High level warning devices

• Flagger

• Company truck.

3.02 Warning Signs: Warning Signs are to be
diamond shaped with a black legend on an

orange background. When mounted on a support, the
bottom of the sign shall not be less than 1 foot above
the pavement. Standard orange flags or yellow flash
ing lights, used in conjunction with a sign, are per
mitted providing they do not interfere with a clear
view of the sign face.. During hours of darkness, the
sign must be reflectorized or illuminated.

3.03 Warning Sign Size:

(al 30-lnch "Men Working" Sign: The 30
inch "Men Working" warning sign is to be

used when work is performed in or near a roadway
when the posted speed is 40 mph or under.

Page 4

(b) 36-lnch Worker Symbol Sign: The 36-
inch worker symbol sign may be used as an

alternate to the 30-inch "Men Working" sign. In
some cases, such as in rural areas, or where there
is a low volume of traffic on roadways, a 30-inch
worker symbol sign may be adequate.

(c) 48-lnch "Men Working" Sign: The 48
inch "Men Working" warning sign is to he used

when work is performed in or near the roadway in
the following instances:

• On expressways and freeways

• On roads with posted speed of 45 mph or over.

(d) 48-lnch Warning Sign-Lane Closed:
The 4.8-inch "Lane Closed" warning sign is to

be used when work in progress obstructs a com
plete lane of the traveled roadway on:

• Expressways or freeways

• Roads with speeds of 45 mph and over

• One -lane traffic (any two-lane roadway
where traffic, in both directions, must travel
on a common lane in the roadway because of
work in progress).

3.04 Multiple Signs: Additional warning signs
should be placed and appropriately spaced

when work is performed on expressways, freeways,
one-lane traffic flow, and at job sites where the
posted speed is 45 mph or over.

Placement

(a) Expressways and freeways:

Initial sign:

• 3100 feet from work area.

Intermediate signs:

• 1500 feet from work area

• 500 feet from work area.

(b) One-Lane Traffic and Roads With
Posted Speed of 45 MPH and Over: On

any two-lane roadway where traffic in both direc
tions must travel in a common lane and for road
ways with posted speeds of 45 mph and over, an
additional sign should be placed at a point halfway
between the initial warning sign and the work
area.



3.05 Barricades: Barricades can be used in addi-
tion to other warning devices to protect the

work area. Thev are normally used on road construc
tion projects to'block off a road section closed to traf
fic. The barricade rails shall have either orange and
white stripes or black and white stripes. All new pur
chases of barricades shall be orange and white. How
ever. different colored barricades are not to be used
at the same job site. The striping on the rail should
be 6 inches in width, sloping at an angle of 45 degrees.
The minimum barricade height shall be 3 feet, with
the rail length between 3 and 4 feet and a width of 8
to 12 inches.

3.06 Traffic Cones: Traffic cones are to be a
minimum of 18 inches in height with a broad

ened base and made of materials to withstand impact
without damage to themselves or to vehicles. Orange
is to be the predominant color. They are to be reflec
torized or provided with a slip on delineator or illu
minated for nighttime use. They should be kept clean
and bright for maximum visibility. Traffic cones are
intended to guide the traffic around a work area,
rather than act as a warning device, and therefore
most always will be used together with a warning
sign.

3.07 Lighting Devices: It may be desirable and
necessary to supplement reflectorized signs,

cones. or barricades with anyone of the following
lighting devices:

.. Floodlights

.. Steady burning lights

• Flashing lights.

3.08 Floodliglits: For nighttime work, a flood
light can be used to illuminate the work area.

The light is to be positioned so that it will not cause
a glare to oncoming drivers on the highway.

3.09 Steady Burning Lights: Steady burning,
yellow, low-wattage lights could be used to

route the traffic around a work area. The lamps can
be mounted on a series of barricades to effectively aid
in channelizing traffic around the job site.

3.10 Flashing Electric Lights: Flashing lights
can be used to alert oncoming vehicles of a

special hazard ahead. When used, this device is nor
mally placed at the initial warning sign. The emitted
yellow light shall flash at a rate of 55 to 75 times per
minute. Two types are approved for use.

ISS 6. SECTION 620-135-010

.. Low Intensity-minimum 8-inch diameter
lens, commonly mounted on barricades

.. High Intensity-rotating dome light.

The four-way emergency flashing lights and/or
strobes and rotating beacons on company vehicles
can also be operated for added protection in both sta
tionary and moving operations. These types of flash
ing lights shall always be considered as
supplementary to other forms of work area protec
tion.

J.ll High Level Warning Device: High level
warning devices are used to supplement other

controls and devices used to alert motorists of con
struction and maintenance activities. The high level
warning devices are designed to be seen over the top
of preceding vehicles. These devices shall consist of
a minimum of three 16-inch square warning flags;
the lowest flag shall be at least 8 feet from the
ground. A high intensity warning light may be used
in place of the center flag.

3.12 Use of Flagger: Whenever traffic move-
ment in both directions must use a single lane

for a limited distance, it is necessary to provide for
alternate one-way movements through the area. It is
possible that the movement may be self-regulating
and no additional control, other than signs, will be
required.

3.13 Where the one-lane movement is not self-
regulating, a method of coordinating move

ments at each end must be utilized so that vehicles
are not simultaneously moving in opposite directions
in a one-lane section and so that delays are not exten
sive at either end. In order to achieve this, a f'lagger
must be placed at each end of the one-lane section so
as to permit easy passing of opposing lines of vehi
cles.

3.14 A flagger could also be required to slop traffic
intermittently as necessitated b,' work in

progress or to maintain continuous traffic past a
work site at reduced speeds.

3.1 S When it is necessary to direct movement in
both directions through a single lane, the

flagger stations shall be located far enough ahead of
the work site to ensure that vehicles will have suffi
cient distance to slow down before entering the work
area.
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3.16 A flagger should be positioned to provide on-
coming traffic sufficient warning of the work

area ahead. The flagger is to be equipped with an
approved warning device, constantly alert, and shall
be familiar with the flagger 'signals described in
paragraph 3.19.

3.17 The flagger is to wear an orange vest so that
he or she may be readily seen by oncoming

motorists. For nighttime conditions, the vest is to be
reflectorized and the flagger must be illuminated
(paragraph 2.23).

3.18 An employee, acting as a flagger, shall use ei-
ther a red flag (24 inches by 24 inches with a

3-footstaff) or a STOPISLOW paddle in directing the
traffic through the work area. The sign paddle should
be at least 18 inches wide with 6-inch lettering and
reflectorized for nighttime use. The background of
the STOP face shall be red with white lettering and
border. The background of the SLOW sign on the
opposite side shall be orange with black lettering and
border.

3.19 Flagging Procedures: The flagger should
stand on the shoulder adjacent to the line of

traffic being controlled or in the barricaded lane if
one lane is completely closed. Under no circum
stances should the flagger stand in the lane being
used by moving traffic. The flagger should be clearly
visible to the traffic being controlled for a distance
of 200to 300feet when the traffic must be controlled

Page 6

for any length of time. In urban areas, when speeds
are low, the distance necessarily may be reduced. A
flagger using a hand signaling device can direct the
oncoming vehicles as illustrated in Fig. 1 and de
scribed in the following paragraphs.

(a) To Stop Traffic: The flagger shall face traf-
fic and extend the flag horizontally across the

traffic lane in a stationary position so that the full
area of the flag is visible, hanging below the staff.
For greater emphasis, the free arm should be
raised with the palm toward approaching traffic.
When a paddle is used, the STOP side of the sign
is directed toward the oncoming traffic.

(b) When It Is Safe to Proceed: The flagger
shall stand parallel to the traffic movement,

with the flag arm lowered from view of the driver
and motioning traffic ahead with the free arm.
When using a paddle, the SLOW side of the sign
is to be held in a stationary position, and traffic is
directed with the free arm.

(c) To Alert or Slow Traffic: When it is de-
sired to alert or slow traffic, the flagger shall

face the oncoming vehicles and wave the flag in a
sweeping motion. The arm holding the flag is not
to be raised above a horizontal position. If a sign
paddle is used, the SLOW message sign shall be
directed toward the oncoming traffic and held in
a stationary position.



FLAG
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PADDLE

TO STOP
TRAFFIC

TRAFFIC
PROCEED

TO ALERT
AND SLOW
TRAFFIC

USE OF HAND SIGNALING DEVICES BY FLAGMAN

Fig. I-Use of Hand Signaling Devices by Flogger
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4. POSITIONING WARNING DEVICES

4.01 Initial warning devices for traffic control
should be placed sufficiently ahead of the

work area to give the motorist sufficient time to stop
if necessary before reaching the work site. The selec
tion and placing of warning signs and cone spacing
for various speeds and roadways are shown in Fig. 2
and Tables A and B.

it is suggested that the maximum spacing in feet be
approximately that of the allowable speed limit in
mph. As an example, if the speed limit is 50 mph, the
cones should be spaced at intervals of about 50 feet.
More cones should be used particularly at the work
location to "round off" the traffic channel and to
clearly define the work area.

4.02 The spacing of traffic warning cones is depen-
dent on normal traffic speeds. Where normal

traffic speeds are less than 15 mph, the maximum
distance between cones should be about 10 feet.
Where normal traffic speeds are in excess of 15 mph,

4.03 Whenever road conditions permit, sufficient
warning cones should be placed to obtain a

taper length, in feet, of 10 times the posted traffic
speed. (At a posted speed of 50 mph, the taper formed
by the spaced warning cones should extend 500 feet
from the work area.)

-
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Fig. 2-Placement of Initial Warning Sign (Not Expressway or Freeway)
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4.04 When work is performed during hours of
darkness, barricades with steady burning

lights can be used in addition to or in place of warn
ing cones for channeling the oncoming traffic around
the work area.

4.05 If available, a motor vehicle equipped with
flashers and/or rotating beacons may serve as

a very effective barrier for vehicular traffic. These
lights should be used day and night while the vehicle
is used as a barrier. The vehicle should be placed be
tween the work area and the oncoming traffic and
should have the brakes set and the transmission en
gaged (manual transmission-reverse gear; auto
matic transmission-park position). During the
hours of darkness, vehicles used as barricades shall
be lighted by floodlights. Under extreme hazardous
conditions, it may be desirable to use more than one
vehicle to adequately guard a work area.

'U16 Where a vehicle is used for this purpose, there
are a number of factors to be considered in

determining which direction the truck should be
faced, ie, toward oncoming traffic or in the same di
rection as the traffic flow. Headlights should be off
when facing oncoming traffic. The principal concern
is to afford maximum protection to the craftsper
sons. Some of the factors to be considered are:

(a) Requirements of local laws and regulations.

(b) Location of work areas to be protected with
respect to traffic flow. For example, when on

coming drivers cannot observe the protected work
area for a reasonable distance, facing the work
vehicle in the same direction as the oncoming traf
fic may avoid possible confusion to a driver sud
denly approaching a vehicle facing in the opposite
direction from the normal flow.

(c) Amount of equipment, tools, and materials
which must be unloaded from the bin and side

boxes of the truck.

(d) Location of materials and work space on the
particular type of truck.

(e) Amount of work which must be done at the
side or rear of the vehicle.

(f) Safety considerations and difficulty in turning
the truck around to face oncoming traffic.

4.07 When a vehicle is used in guarding a work
area, it should be considered supplemental to

ISS 6, 5ECTION 620- 135-010

all other warning devices necessary to adequately
safeguard the area and not as a substitute for any
device. In this way, the work area is protected should
it be necessary to remove the vehicle.

4.08 In addition to the warning devices, it may be
desirable to use flashing lights at the warning

sign locations both day and night.

5. JOB PRESURVEY

5.01 A suitable plan for guarding the work area
should be developed before work in the area is

begun. This may be accomplished during the job site
visit provided for in the Construction Force Manage
ment System. At busy intersections on highways and
city streets or at other heavy traffic locations, the
supervisor should presurvey the work location and
then discuss the protection plan with the craftsper
sons before work is started.

5.02 After completing the plan for the setup of
warning devices for a particular location, ana

lyze the plan from the point of view of the motorist
and the pedestrian.

5.03 The following checklist will be helpful in plan
ning for guarding the work area before start

ing work.

• Speed of traffic

• Size and type of signs required

• Light or heavy traffic

• Change in nature of traffic while work is
being done

• Barricade requirement

• Floodlight requirement

• Flagger requirement when setting up and
removing warning devices

• F'lagger requirement during work operation

• Complying with state and local laws and reg
ulations

II Permit requirement

• Police notification requirement

Page '1
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• On routes to or near special events such as
ballgames, racetracks. etc, schedule job on
days or hours with least traffic

• Storage of required tools, materials, and
equipment during work operations

• Safe storage of tools and equipment at the
job site after working hours

• Placement of pump. blower, and lighting
equipment with respect to work location

• Interference caused by work operation to
pedestrian or vehicular crossing, such as
school crossing or bus stop

• Placement of warning devices in traffic
lane(s) in which manhole is located.

6. WORKING ON HIGHWAYS

6.01 If the posted traffic speed is 45 mph or over,
additional warning signs are to be used to

alert the oncoming traffic as described in paragraph
3.04.

6.02 If one lane of a two-lane highway is blocked,
one or more flaggers shall be used.

6.03 When working in the center of a two-lane
highway or in the center lane of a multiple

lane highway, an advance warning sign may have to
be placed at the shoulder of the curb lane.

The taper length formed by warning
cones or barricades shall effectively
channel the traffic around tbe work
area. Tbe minimum taper length in
feet, of10 times the posted speed for
higbways of 46 mpb or more and 7
times tbe posted speed for bigbways
of less than 46 mph, shall be ex
tended ifthe work area is not clearly
visible, due to the contour of tbe
road, or if the oncoming vehicles are
having difficulty adjusting to the
existing warning devices.

6.04 Two-Lane Highway: Where the work area
is located near the center of a two-lane high

way. place warning devices as illustrated in Fig. 3. If

TRAFFIC CONES I' (SEE LEGEND) II
(SEE LEGEND) MAST AND FLAGS TRUCK

-._\up._n.u\~~~+m'm~--7------
\ 00 03 L" m=D _
\

\"MEN WORKING" SIGN MANHOL~ GUARD I "MEN WORZG" SIGN

.• (SEE LtGENO) ..

LEGEIIJ

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN
SIZE

ADO ITlIJNAL SIGN
SI ZE<-l SIGN

U!«)ER 4' 7 X POSTED SPEED MEN WORKING • lD" - -
4~ OR <NER 10 X POSTED SPEED i·1EN ~~ORK I NC 48" MEN WORKI NG • 10"

TRAFFI C CONES SPA(I NG - SAME AS POSTED SPEED
- lOOER 4~ MPH _ TO EQUAL 7 X POSTED SPEED

TAPER LENGTI; _ <NER 4~ MPH _ TO EQUAL 10 X POSTED SPEED

it" "ORKlR ,:>yMIlOL ~1i.,N M{\y lIE USED

Fig. 3-Placement of Warning Devic•• on Two-Lone Highway-Underground Plant
NHr Center of Highway
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one lane is partially blocked on a wide two-lane
highway, it may be desirable to place the warning
signs as shown in Fig. 4. If one lane of a two-lane
highway is blocked, one or more flaggers shall be
used.
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0.05 Tbree-Lune Highway: Where the work
area is located in the outside lane of a three

lane highway, place warning devices ~s illustrated in
Fig. 4. .'

WARNI,..G SIGN TRAFFIC CONES (SEE LEGEND) WARNiNG SIGN

tIJ5] '\ m I '\-----~----.----- ----~---~---.---------~----~------

- -- - - - - - -~- - - - - -.-~ - - r - - -~- - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - _.

t • • ~~~~x~

LEGENJ

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED I Nt riAL TYPE SIGN ~OOITIONAL SIGN
(MPH) SIGN

SI Lf 51 ZE

UNDER 45 7 X POSTED SPEED MEN l.JORKING * ~O" - -
4'5 OR OVER 10 X POSTED SPEED L~NE CLOSED 48" MEN WORKI""; • 10"

TR,lI,fF I C CONES SPAC I M; - SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER l£M:;TH - UOOER 45 MPH - TO EQUAL 7 X POSTED SPEED
- OVER 45 MPH - TO EQUAL 10 x POSTED SPEED

j' .'OkKlR ','rMliOL ';I:,N MAY llf. USED

Fig. 4-Placement of Warning Device. on Three-Lane Highway-Underground Plant
in Outside Lane
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- -- ·~06 Where the work area is located in the center
lanaof a three-lane highway, place warning

devices as illustrated in Fig. 5.

MAST MANHOLE I' (SEE LEGEND) l
WARN1;G SIGN F~~~S GUiRO WARNING,SIGN

---7.- !'-'-~~- ---\1.---r s: m -: - - t:oo- --\-----
--@:©- -m~ -:-~-!~' -------~----C

I TRUCK TRAFFIC CONES

io--------lSEE LEGEND1------~. lSEE LEGEND)

LEGEM)

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED INI TIAL TYPE SIGN
SIZE

ADDITIONAL SIGN
SIZE

(MPH) SIGN

UNO[.:l 45 7 x POSTED SPEED fol£N WORK ING • '0" - -
4? OR OVER 10 x POSTED SPEED LANE CLOSED 48" f4EN WORK Ir«; * '0"

TRAFFIC CONES SPACIf..C - SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER lE~TH = ~~~R4~\:H_- T~OE~~~~\~ ~ ::~~~ ~:~:

.:: ;~ .. "IORKlR SyMllOL Slt;N MAy [{E USED

Fig. 5-Placement of Warning Devices on Three-Lane Highway-Underground Plant
Near Center of Highway
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ISS 6, SECTION 620-135-010

6.07 Where the work area is located between two
lanes of a three-lane highway, place warning

devices as illustrated in Fig. 6.

•...ARNING SIGN

I
I- I.

LEGEND

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN ADO IT1 ONAL SIGN
(MPH) SIGN

SllE SIZE

UNDER 45 7 x POSTED SPEED MEN WORK I t.£ * '0" - -
4~ OR O\'ER 10 X POSTED SPEED LANE CLOSED 46" MEN WORKI~ * '0"

TRAFFI C CONES SPAC I NG - SAME AS POSTEO SPEED

TAPER LENGTH: :~R4:~=_-T~OE~~\~ ~ ::~~~ ~:~~

36" l·IORKER SYMBOL SIGN MAY ljE USED

Fig. 6-Placement of Warning Devices on Three-Lane Highway-Underground Plant
Between Two Lan••
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SECTiON 620- 135-0 10

6.08 Four-Lane Highway: Where the work
area is located in an inside lane of a four-lane

highway, place warning devices as illustrated in
Fig. 7.

WARNING SIGN MAST AND FLAGS

---!:_--~----EUO
= - ==- -. - - - -; - ~ - - -- ~- - - -

----------((['-J)

~

~-----_.ISEE LEGEND) --------1

LEGEMJ

>-----ISEE LEGEND)----~

POSTED -T' LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN AOO I TI ONAL 51GN

(""HI SIGN
51u 51ZE

r-----+- -UMJER 45 l 7 X POSTED SPEED "EN IoolORKl Mi • '0"
4'5 OR OVER I ") X POSTED SPEED LANE CLOSED 48" MEN \-KIRK I~ If '0"
EXPRESS~JAy I 3':00 FEET LANE CLOSED 46" LC ()fl MW 48"

TRAFFIC CONE::' SPACING - SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER L: 111 - UNDER 45 14'-'H - TO EQUAL 7 X POSTED SPEED
~ - OVER 45 MPH - TO EQUAL 10 X POSTED SPEED

5S" -',·iORKER :)"~fil)l SIGN MAY 8E usro

Fig, 7-plac..ment of Warning Devic..s on Four-Lane Highway-Underground Plant
in Inside Lane
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6.09 Where the work area is located in an outside
lane of a four-lane highway, place warning

devices as illustrated in Fig. 8.

8 00

~=======~=~=-----==:====~============

'---_m

MAST AND FLAGS
KI. "WAR:'NG" SiGN.... ~TRAFFICCONES

- (SEE LEGENO) -------

---------------~---~--~-

X't:==:~"'-='

LEGENJ

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED I NITl AL TYPE SIGN
SI ZE

ACOITIONAL SIGN
SI ZE

(MPH) SIGN

UtllER 4~ 7 x POSTED SPEED "iN l,QR!<1 Ni • lD· -
4~ OR OVER 10 x POSTED SPEED LANE CLOSED 48" MEN WORKI~ • lO"
EXPRESSWAY ~'OO FEET LANE CLOSED 48" LC OR MW 48"

TRAFFIC CONES SPAC I NG - SAME AS POSTED SPEED
- UNDER 4~ MPH - TO EQUAL 7 x POSTED SPEED

TAPER LENGTH _ OVER 45 MPH _ TO EQUAL 10 x POSTED SPEED

H;' ;,·JORKER SYMBOL SIGN MfIY l3E USED

Fig. a-Placement of Warning Devices on Four-Lane Highway-Underground Plant
in Outside Lane
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SECTION 620-135-010

6.10 Where the work area is located between inside
and outside lanes of a four-lane highway,

place warning devices as illustrated in Fig. 9.

EO 00
===================-===~====~~=================~~=~

~

~~.E6iJ' -\;o~-~ f~J\\---:------
I '\" MEN WORKING"SIGN TRAFFIC CONES I MANHOLE MAST

:'" (SEE LEGEND) p, TRUCK GUARD F~~gS

LEGEMJ

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED I NlTI AL TYPE SIGN
SIZE

ADDITjONAl SIGN
SI ZE

(MPH) SIGN

U'llER 45 7 X pasTED SPEEO MEN WQRKIM:i • '0"
4'5 OR OVER 10 x POSTED SPEED I-lEN l.JORK f NG 48" MEN wORK I OC 30"

E::PRESSWAY ~100 FEET MEN '.-JORKING 4e" !'lEN l..;ORK I NG -ttl'

TRAFFIC CONES SPACING - SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER LEM>TH =:~~R4:?":H_-T~OE~~~~\~ ~ :~~~~~ ~:~~~

" ,ORK:lR )Y~nOL '::JI:-,~. Mi\y Ill:. U~ED

Fig. 9-Placement of Warning Devices on Four-lane Highway-Underground Plant
Between Inside and Outside lane
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6.11 Divided Highway: Where the work area is
in a traffic lane of a divided highway, place

warning signs according to the appropriate plan
given in paragraphs 6.08 through 6.10. When the
work area is in a narrow median of a divided high
way, place warning signs as illustrated in Fig. 10. If
the median is wide and the work area is adjacent to
one, of the inside lanes, warning signs may only be
necessary on one side of the highway.

7.02 When work is performed where congested
conditions exist, take the following precau-

tions.

(a) Use additional warning devices

(b) Obtain permission from local authorities to
block off parking spaces near the work area

(c) Schedule work to avoid peak traffic flow

7. WORKING IN CITY STREETS AND ALLEYS

(d) Schedule 'continuous tours to complete the
work in a minimum amount of time.

7.01 Generally, city streets and alleys are charac-
terized by relatively low speeds, wide ranges

of volumes, limited maneuvering space, significant
pedestrian movement, and other obstructions. There
fore, adjustments in positioning warning devices
may be required to compensate for such conditions.

7.03 Where city streets are sufficiently wide to
park a truck at the manhole, the plans for

placing warning devices given in Part 6 may gener
ally be used. Where a truck is not used, or cannot be
used because the street is too narrow, place warning
devices according to the following paragraphs.

TRAFFIC CONES(SEE LEGEND) MANHOLE GUARD liMEN WORKING" SIGN

W{L-_---'
---------------------------

B DO

TRUCK

-------~-----~---------------

I
\

MAST AND FLAGS I
(SEE LEGEND)--------. , (SEE LEGEND) •

I. "MEN WORKING" SIGN

LEGENl

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN

SPEED INITIAl TYPE SIGN AOllITI ONAL SIGN
SIGN

(-1 SIGN
SIZE SI ZE

UNlER 4~ 7 x POSTED SPEED HEN WORKI";; • lD" - -
45 Ofl O'IER 10 x POSTED SPEED MEN WORKl NG 48" MEN WORKING • 10"
EXPRESSIIAY 1100 FEET MEN WORKI NG 48" MEN WORKl NG * 4S"

TRAFFIC CONES SPACING - SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER LENGTH - UNCER 4~ - - TO EQUAL 7 x POSTED SPEED
- O'IER 4~ _ - TO EQUAL 10 X POSTED SPEED

.;:, '6·' \'J~KtR :iYMIlOL SIGN MAy fJE USED

Fig. 10-Placement of Warning Devices on Four-Lane Divided Highway-Under
ground Plant in Median
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SECTION 620-135-010

7.04 City Street-Underground Plant: Where
the work area is near the center of a city

street, place warning devices as illustrated in Fig. 11.

7.05 Where the work area is at the side of a city
street, place warning devices as shown in

Fig. 12. If vehicles are parked along the side of the

TRAFFIC CONES MANHOLE

\ ' GUARD ~/_M_A_S_T_A_N_O_F_L_A_G_S _

---------~-;--J-------T_-_I\-------rrn---:--TOO-":17,---, ITrn-S~--.
~MEN WORKING"SIGN / I. (SEE lEGEND) -.t ~ (SEE LEGEND) ---J "MEN W~KINGP SIGN

LEGEt()

POSTED LOCATE SIGN
SPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN

SIZE
(MPH) SIGN

Ut()ER 4~ 7 x POSTED SPEED MEN W~Klt-G ... '0"

TRAFF IC CONES SPAC lNG_ SAME AS POSTED SPEED
TAPER lEfo£TH - TO I:.QUI\L ., IIME~ f-'O~lED ~!-'!;t.!J

:' H." WORKER SYMBOL Slt;N W!.Y BE USED

Fig. II-Placement of Warning Devices on City Street Without Truck-Underground
Plant Near Center of Street

\
TRAFFIC CONES

(SEE LEGENO)

LEGEt()

POSTED LOCATE SIGN
sPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN

SIZE
(MPH) SIGN

Ut()ER 4~ 7 x POSTED SPEED HEN Iol~KING ... '0"

TRAFF IC CONES SPAC I NG - SAME AS POSTEO SPEED
TAPER LENGTlt - TO EaUAl 7 T1ME~ pO~H.o SPEEU

.:~ ~(, •. (·iORKlR SYMBOL SIl";N MAy liE USED

Fig. 12-Placement of Warning Devices on City Street Without Truck-Underground
Plant at Side of Street
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ISS 6, :iECTlON 620-135-010

street in the direction of approaching traffic, place
initial warning sign and cones as for traffic under
15 mph, If no vehicles are parked in the direction of
approaching traffic, place initial warning sign and
cones as nominal traffic speed dictates. Be alert for
changing traffic conditions.

7.06 Where the work area is near an intersection,
place warning devices as illustrated in Fig. 13.

EO DO

TRAFFIC CONES
{SEE LEGEtoIJ}

I
I

I

I
I
I

I

: EO DO ocrn
§: ~«I :1

-----------~---- +------------------~-------------------

00 ~3 . : ErID
~ ..

~ : V. . ~x·. 00~3 ([JJ
" : r~'MEN WORKING" SIGN I ~MAST AND FLAGS

I I I.--- ISEE LEGENDI---.l MANHOLE GUARD

LEGEr<)

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN

SPEED I N1TlAL TYPE SIGN
(Mf'j;) SIGN

51 ZE

UNDER 45 7 X POSTED SPEED MEN wOOKI f'.l', .. 10"

TRAFFI C CONES SPACI NG - SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER LENGTH - 10 [QUAL { rl Ml::. r'O" P 'J jH~U

llOI-\KLR SYMhOL SI',N MAy III USf::J

r~l)J1 I'll 1'11\: 'NC, flljl},I'/1, IIJ(, 01 "j(,Rlil!\lC. JfVI !., 1-1/\'1'

rlAVI to ut fld.JU',H:) .~IN II; t. ll(~fll~!J ARIA.

Fig. 13-Piacement of Warning Devices on City Street Without Truck-Underground
Plant Near Intersection
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7.07 Where the work area is in an intersection,
place warning devices as illustrated in Fig. 14.

"MEN WORKING" SIGN (SEE LEGEND)

NOTE:

IF OROERLY FLOW OF 2-LANE TRAFFIC
WOULD BE IMPEDED BY PARKED CARS.
PLACE BARRICADE AND TRAFFIC CONES
AS SHOWN, PROVIDED APPROVAL IS
OBTAINED FROM LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
OTHERWISE,ONE OR MORE FLAGMEN
MUST BE USED.

MAST
ANO

FLAGS

BARRICADE
(SEE NOTE I

[[Jj1-.-~-',..../ElID
------------~_...

"MEN WORKING"
SIGN

I /"MEN WORKING" SIGNY (SEE LEGENDI

llGI:.NU

i-'OSH:! LOLATE -u.n
e.,PlLlJ It,tTIAl ]'d..'[ :-'1(,1"

SllE
(r,lPH) "leN

dNIJ[R ,1' I x ,'OslE.u Wll!) MeN :!ORKI Nt, . so:

lRM fie I ONt', "f{HIN(, 'lI\ME ,v) PO',HIl '.luI. f '1

1,\1"1 R LI ~.jl. I H 10 l DUAL I TI Ml" I-'O~T!:U SI-'[tLl

:i(," ;·jORKl-R e.,yMHOI ·,II'.N MI\y I'l usui

'WII 'IHI ill'll r.x. J\,;!) ~,Ii\r :~.jl Jf '.;IIf./:ii:,I. ). v.v,

>iI\VI 10 1\1 II;LIU',;! 'J ..'r-!l,i 1;;.\ i ... • ,I.) "R' t ..

Fig. 14-Placement of Warning Devices on City Str..t Without Truck-Underground
Plant in Intersection
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7.08 Where the work area is near an intersection
of a city street, -and the work operation re

quires an open trench, place warning devices as illus
trated in Fig. 15.

EO DO

00 8I U:j
,

: ~! '""'''t-CO_N_E_S _

: E~ DO ~

u~I: I~- 00 n3 u--8: .m __ ~ -~- -~-m -----
~ ([JJ

"MEN WORKING" SIGN

I~

~ND SPOIL BARRICADE
I F~AGS

§ liMEN WORKING" SIGN

= NOTE.

IF SIDEWALK IS BLOCKED, ROPE OFF LANE FOR "PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC.

Fig. IS-Placement of Warning Devices on City Street Without Truck-Opened Trench
Near Intersection
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SECTION 620-135-010

7.09 City Street-Aerial Plant: Where aerial
work is involved.on city streets and a truck is

used, place warning devices as illustrated in Fig. 16.

7.10 Where the work area is near an intersection
of a city street, place warning devices as illus

trated in Fig. 16.

00 ~3 ~

"MEN WORKING" SIGN
(SEE l EGENO)

NOTE:

IF ORDERLV FLOW OF 2-LANE TRAFFIC
WOULD BE IMPEDED BY PARKED CARS,
PLACE BARRICADE AND TRAFFIC CONES
AS SHOWN, PROVIDED APPROVAL IS
OBTAINED FROM LOCAL AUTHORI TIES.
OTHERWISE. ONE OR MORE FLAGMEN
MUST BE USED.

AERIAL CABLE

0Cill
- - -~~: - ~.[--- -- _._. - -. -- _. - _.

AERIAL
CABLE

"MEN WORKING" SIGN

(SEE LEGEND)

BARRICADE
iSEE NOTE)

--===~---i-------,--~•./
E[]O [[JJ)l

LEGEOO

POSTED LOCATE SIGN
SPEED INITIAL lYPE SIGN

SI ZE
iMPH) SIGN

UNDER 4? 7 x POSTED SPEED MEN W~KIMJ .. '0"

TRAFF IC CONES SPAC I NG - SAME AS POSTED SPEED
TAPER LEM:>TH - TO IOUAL "' TIME, 'O"TEJ 1~'f_l 'J

,. .iQRKlR ')',MhO! ':>1 ,N Mi\", I';L U:=,El)

!JOT! IHI' L,~, IIJI. M~l) ::,~'fll'ijJl, O~ '.iI\RNI:~C :'~, ""/ly

HI\V~ J\l AIJJU')T!:.;) ~JHt,N IN ,I\, L_VWINf!) !\RIA.

Fig. 16-Placement of Warning Device. on City Street-Aerial Plant Near Intersection
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7.11 When setting a pole at the side of a city street,
place warning devices as illustrated in Fig. 17.

POLE

-----------------------I--------\------:-£~
• X

,

~:
I
I

I
I

1~-~-~O-~~-~p-.-Q[1j-:-';~~ o~--·-~ -~-

""J.:~ .."",:... . !~ ~ =1NOTE (SEE LEGEND) I

IF ORDERLY FLOW OF 2- LANE TRAFFIC WOULD BE IMPEDED BY I 0
:~~~~~EgAARpS,;:~:ACLE I~A~:~,;~EEDAF~~~Rt6[~~ ~~~~~:I~I~~OWN. TRAFFIC CONES I
OTHERWISE. ONE OR MORE FLAGMEN MUST BE USED. (SEE LEGENDI I

LEGE~

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN

SPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN
SIZE

(MPH) SIGN

UNDER 45 7 X POSTED SPEED HEN W~I<I~ * 10"

TRAFFI C CONES SPAC I I«; - SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER LEI«;TH - TO EQUAL 'I TIMES POSTED SPEED

.:~ Hl" WORKER SVMUOL SIC,N M/IY Hi:. USED

tJOTE PLr'lCING "NO SPACING OF l-il\RNlfofG llEVI CES MAY
HI\VE TO llE AOJUSHO FOR JOB comiTl ONS,

Fig. 17-Placement of Warning Devices on CityStreet-Se"ing Pole on Side of Street
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SECTION 620-135-010

7.12 When placing a pole at the side of an alley, it
will generally be necessary to block the alley

to all traffic until the work is completed. Place warn
ing devices as illustrated in Fig. 18.

8. WORKING AT THE ROAD SHOULDER

8.01 Guard all manholes or excavations on private
property, pedestrian lanes, or parkways with

barricades or manhole guards equipped with warning
flags and signs. Ropeoff pedestrian lanes with barri
cade tape and prominently display warning flags and
signs.

8.02 Manhole on Highway Shoulder: Where
the work area is on the shoulder of a two- or

three-lane highway, place warning devices as illus
trated in Fig. l~.

Jlj

--rrJ
I ] I

mr'--__

III PO\E UJ

~ .."'""".,".~'" ~"",,,.,,,"1n
NOTE'

PLACE "MEN WORKING" SIGN OR BARRICADE AT EACH END OF ALLEY.
36" WORKER SYMBOL SIGN MAY BE USED

Fig. 18-Placement of Warning Device. in Alley-Se"ing Pole in Alley

MANHOLE GUARO",,-- ~I'-----(SEELEGE NO)

MAST ANO FLAGS~lQ~ X

LEGENJ

TRAFFIC CONES
(SEE LEGEND)

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN

SPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN ADDITIONAL SIGN
SIGN

(MPH) SIGH
51ZE SIZE

utlJER 4~ 7 x POSTED SPEED MEN WORK INj • 10" - -
4, OR O\IER 10 x POSTED SPEED ME ~~ WORK \ Nt 48 .. MEN WORK It«i * 10"

TRAFFI C CONES SPA( lNG- SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER lENGTl< ~ ~~~\:'=_-T~DE:~\~ ~ ::~~ ~~~~

s..' ~,.0RKr_R.)YM!lOL 'lICN MAY !~l USED

Fig. 19-Placement of Warning Device. on Str.et or Highway-Underground Plant
on Shoulder
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8.03 Buried Cable on Highway Shoulder:
When burying cable or wire on a shoulder ad

jacent to a highway, place warning devices as illus
trated in Fig. 20. Backfill as soon as practical to
minimize the time the trench is open.

TRENCH TRUCK CAB~E BACKFI~~ING r----- (SEE LEGEND)---..,
\ TRAI~ER OPERATION I BARR!CAOI I

.......-""'..,.,.."*-""'''''~---l----t~" _
ED I ~~

--------------------OO-[3-----------------------~L--

MA,ANSJ "MEN WORKINGII

F~AGS SIGN

NOTE, AS OPERATIONS PROCEED f>l)() AOOITlQNAL "-'RNING DEVICES AS REOUIREO. AS BACKFILLING
I, CO,""LETEO, MOVE BARRICADE. "MEN WORKING" SIGNS, ANO FLAGS FORWARD,

lEGEND

POSTED LOCATE
SPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN

SIGN
ADDITIONAL SIGN

SIGN

(MPH) SIGN
SIZE SIZE

UNDER ., 7 x POSTED SPEED MEN WORKlNi * '0· - -
., OR O'IER , 0 x POSTED SPEED MEN WORKING 48" lEN ~KIP(; • ~O"

TRAFFi C CONeS SPAC I NG - SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER LENGTll - UNDER 4~ MPH - TO EQUAL 7 x POSTED SPEED
- O'IER 4~ MPH - TO EQUAL 10 X POSTED SPEED

36" l-IQRKER SYMBOL SIGN MhY BE USED

Fig. 20-P1acement of Warning Devices on Str..t or Highway-Underground Cable
Placing on Should.,
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SECTION 620-135-010

8.04 Aerial Cable on Highway Shoulder:
When aerial cable is being maintained on a

highway shoulder, place warning devices as illus
trated in Fig. 21 (stationary operation).

AERIAL CABLE

\
L.OOE~ORM I' (SEE LEGEND)~ "MEN ~~~~'NG"

'"""~~~-----17/.v
TRAFFIC CONES

I SEE LEGENDI

NOTE
USE SAME PLAN FOR 3-LANE HIGHWAYS.

LEGENJ

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN s.zs ADOITIOOL SIGN
SllE

("'HI SIGN

UOOER 4-; 7 x POSTED SPEED MEN WORK IP£ • 10" - -
45 OR OVER 10 x POSTED SPEED ~lEN .-JORK INC ltj" /lEN WORK IMi * 10"

TRAFF I C CONES SPAC I NG - SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER LENGTl< ~ ~~~R4~\='_-T~OE~~~~C,~ ~ :~;~~ ~:~~

.-,URKER ::>YMI~Ol ::dl,N M/'IY [~[ USED

Fig. 21-Placement of Warning Device. on Street or Highway-Aerial Plant on Shoul
der (Stationary Operation-Equipment off Traveled Portion)
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&.05 When aerial cable is being placed on a high
way shoulder, place warning devices as illus

trated in Fig. 22 (moving operation).

00 G

NOTE
USE SAME PLAN FOR 3-LANE HIGHWAYS.

LEGEND

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN
SllE

AOOITIONAL SIGN
SIZE(MPH) SIGN

UNDER 45 7 X POSTED SPEED MEN WORKINi • ~O· - -
45 OR OIlER 10 X POSTED SPEED MEN WORKl NG 48" MEN WORK I Ni • ~O"

TRAFF I C CONES SPAC INi - SAIl' AS POSTED SPEED
- UNDER 45 MPH - TO EQUAL 7 X POSTED SPEED

TAPER LENiTH _ OIlER 45 MPH _ TO EQUAL 10 X POSTED SPEED

'6" WORKER SYMBOL SIGN MAY BE USED

Fig. 22~Placement of Warning Devicfton Street or Highway-Stringing Aerial Cable
on Shoulder (Moving Operation-Equipment off Traveled Portion)
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8.06 When aerial cable is being placed with equip
ment partially on the traveled portion of the

highway, place warning devices as illustrated in
Fig. 23.

o

DISTANCE SAPlE~
AS INITIAL SIGN

LOCATION
(I'lAXIPlUPl)

...

TRAFFIC CONES
(SEE LEGNEO)

JOB START MEN WOHKING
SIGN

(SEE LEGEND)

HIGH LEVEL
WARNING DEVICE

(OPTIONAL)

L EVERY 400'-+- SEE
~ (MAXIPlUM) LEGEND

14--~------------ TOTAL OISTANCE NOT ~

TO EXCEED 3000 FT.

LEGEND

POSTED LOCATE TYPE SIGNSPEED
(MPH) INITIAL SIGN SIGN SIZE

UNDER 45 7 X POSTED SPEED "EN WORKING* 30"
OVER 45 10 X POSTED SPEED MEN WORKING* 38"

TRAFFIC CONE SPACING:
FOR TAPER - SAllE AS POSTED SPEED
PERIODICALLY ALONG WORK AREA - MAXIMU" 400'

TAPER LENGTH - UNDER 45 II'H - TO EQUAL 7 X POSTED SPEED
OVER 45 II'H - TO EQUAL 10 X POSTED SPEED

* WORKER SYIlBOL SIGN MAY BE USEO
OFFSET DISTANCE IS DISTANCE VEHICLE OVERLAPS TRAVLEO POSTING

Fig. 23--Placement of Warning Devices on Street or Highway-Equipment Partially
on Traveled Portion (Moving Operation-Two-Way Traffic, Self Regulating)
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9. ADDITIONAL PROTECTION DURING HOURS OF
DARKNESS

9.01 On dark days or during hours of darkness,
additional warning devices may be required,

as follows:

(a) Place a flashing light at the initial warning
sign and at additional signs. when required.

(b) Place steady, burning amber warning lights at
the work area to aid in channelization of the

traffic flow.

ISS6, SC<TION 620-135-010

(c) Use barricades in addition to or in place of
warning cones.

(d) Use floodlights to illuminate the work area.
Place the lights so that they will adequately

light the work area but will not cause a glare in the
eyes of oncoming motorists from either direction.

9.02 Underground Plant in Three-Lane
Highway: Where the work area involves

underground plant located in the center of a three
lane highway at night and a truck is employed,place
warning devices as illustrated in Fig. 24.

~
I SEE LEGEND)

WARNING SIGN
E/W FLASHING liGHT 'I

BARRiCADES
E/W STEADY

BURNING LIGHT ~
(SEE LEGEND)

wARN IHG SIGN
E/W FLASHING LIGHT 'j

NOTE'
MAST WITH ~60· FLASHER OR DIRECTIONAL FLASHER. AND
B FLOODLIGHT ADJUSTED TO ILLUMINATE WORK AREA.

LEGEM)

PGSTED LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED NI TI AL TYPE SIGN
SIZE

ADDITIONAL SIGN
SiZE

(MPH) SIGN

UNDER 4; 7 X POSTED SPEED MEN WORK I NG * '0" - -
4; DR OVER 10 X POSTED SPEED LANE CLOSED 48" MEN WORKIt(', * '0"

TRAFFI C CONES SPAC I NG _ SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER LENGTH : ~~~R4:?;:H_-T~DE~~~~\~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~

)/." wORKI:.H SYMBOL SICN MflY Bf.. USE[)

Fig. 24-Placement of Warning Devices on Three-Lane Highway at Night With
Truck-Center LaneBlacked-Underground Plant Near Center of Highway
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SECTION 620-135-010

9.03 Underground Plant in Two-Lane High-
way: Where the work area involves under

ground plant located in a two-lane highway at night
and a truck is not employed, place warning devices as
illustrated in Fig. 25.

MAST (SEE NOTE) MANHOLE OUA~O I--- (S!! LEOUO) ----I "MEN WO~KINO"SIGN
~ I I WITH FLAS/NO LIGHT

"MEN WORKING"SIGN
WITH FLASHING LIGHT

TRAFFIC CONES
(SEE LEGEND)

NOTE'
MAST Wrnl 360· FLASHER OR 2 DIRECTIONAL FLASHERS,
AND B FLOODLIGHT ADJUSTED TO ILLUMINATE WO~K AREA.

LEGEND

POSTED LOCATE
SIGN SIGN

SPEED INITIAL TYPE SIGN size AllOITIONAL SIGN size<_l SIGN

UNDER 4~ 7 x POSTED SPEED MEN _KING • lO" - -
4~ OR l1;ER 10 X POSTED SPEED MEN WORKING 48" JII1EN WORKI~ • '0"

TRAFFIC CONES SPACING - SAME AS POSTED SPEED

TAPER LEN:;T\< =:~R4:~:_-T~DE:~\~ ~ ~:: ~~~

56" ~:ORKlR]YM130L :;,IGN MAY BE USED

Fig. 25-Placement of Warning Devices on Two-Lane Street 0\' Highway at Night
Without Truck-Underground Plant Near Center of"Highway
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